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Imagine you can form whatever tool you need with just one click!

Sounds like sci-fi. 3D printing is a novel tool that will change your

experience at the dentist. Today, we can print plastics, ceramics,

metals, and even live cells. Printing teeth would be the ultimate goal

for dentists. To date, we have printed 3D models of patients’ teeth

and jaws. These models are used to plan dental treatment, show

the patient the expected results, and treat certain dental issues. The

results can be displayed digitally on a computer and as a 3D-printed

model. This increases the patients’ enthusiasm and involvement

in their treatments. Also, dental students are being trained using

3D-printed models. 3D printing can be used to manufacture parts for

treating bone fractures and for covering broken teeth with caps. It

can also be used to create tooth-colored fillings or dental braces.
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Figure 1

Figure 1

Di�erent kinds of 3D
printers. There are
several di�erent kinds
of 3D printing
technologies available
today. These include
fused deposition
modeling, in which hot
melt material is used to
deposit filaments layer
by layer; selective laser
sintering, in which UV
light is used to cure the
powder deposited in a
specific pattern;
stereolithography, in
which UV light is used
to cure the resin
deposited in a specific
pattern; polyjet
printing, in which the
printer jets drops of
photopolymer that
become solid by UV
light; and bioprinter, in
which the cells are
layered between
water-based layers
until the tissue is built.
Adopted and modified
from the article Oberoi
et al. [2] with
permission. Further
references and sources
can be found in Oberoi
et al. [2].

So, 3D printing is a promising tool for advancing dental treatment

and education.

WHAT IS3DPRINTINGANDHOWCANDENTISTSUSE IT?

Have you ever seen a sci-fi movie in which the astronauts on a
spaceship can materialize whatever is needed using a replicator, like
in Star Trek? In these movies, the doctors can even heal wounds by
materializing new tissue inside the body. This sounds like science
fiction or magic, however, there is an emerging technology that
brings these amazing feats closer to reality. 3D printing, also known
as additive manufacturing, is defined by the Oxford dictionary as
the process of making a physical object from a three-dimensional
digital model by building one layer over another layer using a robotic

ADDITIVE

MANUFACTURING

The process of joining
materials to make
objects from 3D model
data, usually layer upon
layer. It is also referred
to as 3D printing.

DIGITAL MODEL

A 3D image of an
object on a computer.

device. A variety of materials, including plastics, metals and ceramics,
in di�erent states (powder/ liquid/ gel) can be used in 3D printers.

3D PRINTERS

Machines which allow
to make objects from
3D model via additive
manufacturing layer
by layer.

Highly advanced 3D printers are currently being used in hospitals
and universities, and small portable systems are available across the
globe. Small, low-cost, portable 3D printers are becoming increasingly
popular in dental clinics, too. In the past 10 years, we have seen a rapid
increase in the use of 3D printing in dentistry. It allows treatment that is
“patient-specific,” meaning it is customized to the needs of the patient.
In addition, 3D printing technology makes it very easy to share the
patients’ data with other dentists and technicians with just one click

DENTIST

A doctor who
treats teeth.

on the computer. This sharing helps when dentists need to discuss
treatment options with their colleagues.
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Figure 2

Figure 2

Uses of 3D printing in
dentistry. What could a
dentist use a 3D printer
for? In the field of oral
and maxillofacial
surgery, the dentist can
print models of a
patient’s mouth, guides
that help the dentist
during the surgery, and
artificial bone. In the
field of prosthodontics,
dentists can print
artificial teeth and
prostheses. In the field
of orthodontics,
dentists can print
dental models and
clear aligners to
reposition teeth. In
endodontics, dentists
can produce guides for
root canal treatments.
In the field of
periodontics,
bioprinting could be a
future tool for
producing oral tissue
for transplantation. The
figure is adopted and
modified from the
article Oberoi et al. [2]
with permission.
Further references and
sources can be found
in Oberoi et al. [2].

A variety of 3D printers are available, mainly di�ering in the source of
light and the material used for 3D printing (Figure 1). There are three
main steps of 3D printing. The first step is to obtain a digital 3D image of
the object to be printed, using various types of 3D scanners. Then, this
digital information must be converted into a form easily understood
by the 3D printer, called an STL. This is done using computer software.
At this stage, we can design the future object on the computer.
The last step is to send this STL file to the printer so that the 3D
model can be printed. Keep reading to find out about some ways that
dentists have been using 3D printing to provide better oral care for
their patients (Figure 2).

3D-PRINTED TOOLS TO HELPWITH ORAL SURGERIES

For surgeries of the face and mouth, the dentist can use 3D
imaging and scanning to get the information to make a 3D digital
model of the region that will be operated on. These models
make it easier to examine all the parts of the face or mouth [1].
Surgical guides and cutting drills can be created based on these
3D-printed models, which are similar to stencils. These stencils
help the dentist to perform accurate operations and cause less
damage to the neighboring healthy muscles and bones. Additionally,
a dental surgeon can practice complicated surgical procedures, like
bone cutting, tumor removal, implant placement, or fracture repair
on 3D printed models before performing the actual surgery on
the patient.
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3D-PRINTED TOOLS TO HELP BUILD PROSTHESES

In order to replace missing teeth or parts of the face, skull or jawbone,
a dental surgeon can make artificial parts, called prostheses (singular:
prosthesis), that look similar to the original body parts. 3D printing
has led to amazing advances in this field of dentistry [2]. It will soon
be possible to produce highly accurate prostheses from materials like
plastic, ceramics (like porcelain), metals, and flexible silicon, in the
same color and shape as the patient’s own face. After scanning the
teeth and gums of the patient’s father or mother with a small camera,
3D models of the jaw are created using 3D printing. The 3D jawmodel
can then be used to produce the perfect prosthesis for the missing
teeth. This can reduce the time patients need to spend at the dentist.
This technology is especially helpful in case of cancer patients that
need to have large parts of their mouths or faces replaced after cancer
therapy. These replacements help the cancer patients to look and
feel beautiful, since the replacement parts are so similar to their real
body parts.

3D-PRINTED TOOLS FOR REPOSITIONING TEETH

Gone are the days of wearing embarrassing metal braces for
correcting crooked teeth. With 3D printing, it is possible to print
transparent “jackets” or aligners for all teeth to help line them upALIGNERS

Devices, which you
wear in your mouth to
line the teeth
up properly.

properly. These aligners apply force on the improperly positioned
teeth to bring them in line with the other teeth [3]. Aligners not only
look nicer than metal braces, they are also easier to use. They also
save the roots of the teeth from damage caused by the strong forces
applied by metal braces. In addition, 3D printing technology used for
this purpose also provides the opportunity for dentists to store all
patients’ scans and information digitally and to print it whenever it is
needed, saving them space and time.

3D-PRINTED TOOLS FOR ROOT CANAL TREATMENT

Your parents probably tell you to brush your teeth so that you do not
get cavities, which are also called dental caries. We all know that if
dental caries is not treated in time, it can grow deeper into the pulp
of the tooth, causing a root canal infection. When X-rays are usedROOT CANAL

Canals within teeth in
which you find the
living pulp tissue.

to examine the teeth, the dentist can only examine the roots from
one direction. 3D imaging using techniques called CT scan or MRI
can help the dentist to see the roots from all directions. 3D-printed
root canal guides designed from these 3D scans can assist the dentist
in accessing the root canals to remove the damaged pulp tissue.
This greatly reduces the treatment time and provides more accurate
results [4].
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3D-PRINTED TOOLS TO REPAIR GUMS AND SUPPORTING

TISSUE

Healthy gums are important for oral health. Unfortunately, it is still
quite common for people to have gum problems which, in some
cases, need to be treated surgically. 3D-printed surgical guides can
be used to help the dentist cut accurately, which is better than
free-hand cutting of the gums. These guides allow the dentist to
plan and design your smile before surgery. It is also possible to
print a model of the results to show to the patient, so that the
patient can better understand the treatment. But imagine if we could
print the new tissue! Researchers all over the world are working on
bringing this technology into the clinic. By printing tissues, which
is commonly called “bioprinting,” we will soon be able to produce

BIOPRINTING

The process of
combining cells,
growth factors, and
biomaterials by 3D
printing to build
biomedical parts that
are similar to
natural tissue.

TISSUE

ENGINEERING

The use of a
combination of cells
and methods to
improve, replace or
form new
biological tissues.

3D-printed tissues to replace missing or diseased parts of the bone
and gums [5]—just like in sci-fi movies. This approach is termed tissue
engineering.

3D PRINTING TO TRAIN DENTAL STUDENTS

Dental students all over the world are trained on mannequins and
artificial tooth/jaw models that are made from techniques other than
3D printing. These models are quite simple and do not represent the
real situations seen in patients. This makes it di�cult for students
when they move from the models to real-life situations. 3D printing
can help to provide dental students with more life-like situations for
training. This kind of training will decrease the chances that new
dentists will make mistakes when they actually start treating patients.
As 3D printing improves, training models will become more and more
realistic, duplicating the texture, hardness, softness, flexibility, and
color of actual tissue. This will be an added benefit for dental students.
So, you can see that 3D printing will play an increasingly important role
in the training of future dentists.

TAKE HOMEMESSAGE

After reading this article, it is probably clear to you that 3D printing
is a growing field with several important applications in dentistry. 3D
printing can improve the quality of dental treatment by making it more
personalized and accurate. For dental students, 3D-printedmodels are
the most advanced and helpful way to train, since they come close to
matching the real-life situations. As research continues at a rapid pace,
3D printing helps dentists to deliver better overall oral healthcare and
will help transform dentistry in to a sci-fi-like profession! Maybe one
day in the future, when we fly to the stars, we will have a replicator
like the one in Star Trek that can materialize new teeth whenever
we need them!
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